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lynch.

One day we swore to be reborn by hiding us away.
Been tried to find a way but found us …
standing on the rusty rail leads to somewhere.
And we knew it's not the way for us to go.

There's something we have got, some we have got,
they are in this mind.
Now we know they can't say…
oh,what is right and what is wrong.

There's something we have lost, some we have lost,
they are in this mind.
Now we know we'll find out…
oh,what is right and what is wrong.

No wasting time to regret the past.
In the end of your life you will be ashes.
So now go forward, don't care about your future.
Don't be afraid you will be bright ashes.

Don't look back.
Never look back.

There's something we have got, some we have lost,
they are in this mind.
Now we know they can't say…
oh,what is right and what is wrong.

One day we swore to be reborn by hiding us away.
Been tried to find a way but found us …
standing on the rusty rail leads to somewhere.
And we knew it's not the way for us to go.

No wasting time to regret the past.
In the end of your life you will be ashes.

So now go forward, don't care about your future.
Don't be afraid you'll be stars.

It's grateful to be alive in realities like this.
The world is rotten now, honesty is something they don't need.
But you go forward, don't care about your future.
Don't be afraid you will be bright ashes.

One day we swore to be reborn by hiding us away.
Been tried to find a way but found us …
standing on the rusty rail leads to somewhere.
And we knew it's not the way for us to go.
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